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ABSTRACT. Let JV be a homogeneous group [3] and let {Sa : a € A = R+} be

the group of dilations of Ñ. We prove an area theorem for harmonic functions

w.r.t. a class of second-order left-invariant hypoelliptic differential operators

L on the semidirect product S = NA with aia-1 = 6a(x), a e A, x 6 N'■

Introduction. Area theorems have been proved for the harmonic functions

on the half-space [8] and for the harmonic functions w.r.t. the Laplace-Beltrami

operator on symmetric spaces: rank-one case in [5], the product of two rank-one

spaces in [6].

In [5] A. Korányi and R. Putz have proved that, for a harmonic function / on a

symmetric space G/K, G = NAK and a measurable set M C A the following are

equivalent:

(i) / is a.e. nontangentially bounded on M;

(ii) the area integral is a.e. finite on M;

(iii) / is a.e. nontangentially covergent on M.

In the present paper we prove the implication (i) —» (ii) in a more general situ-

ation.

We start with an arbitrary homogeneous group A with dilations {6a : a G A =

R+} and we form the semidirect product S = NA, xax'a' = x6a(x')aa', x,x' G N,

a, a' G A. We equip S with a left-invariant Riemannian metric in such a way that if

A comes from the Iwasawa decomposition, then S becomes a rank-one symmetric

space. As in [2] we consider not only the Laplace-Beltramni operator but a large

class of second-order left-invariant hypoelliptic operators. In the case of a sym-

metric space G/K this covers second-order hypoelliptic operators which commute

with the AA-action and anihilate constants. Since all the left-invariant Riemannian

metrics on S give proportional volume elements, the final result depends only on

the group structure not on the Riemannian metric.

The method used in the present paper is a modification of the one of A. Korányi

and R. Putz [5]. We have replaced the mean value theorem for symmetric spaces

by Harnack inequality [1] and the Green theorem by the divergence theorem.

Whether the remaining implications hold in the case considered here is an open

question. The proof by A. Korányi and R. Putz in [5] is based on very specific

properties of symmetric spaces and the Laplace-Beltrami operator and we do not

see any method of replacing it by another argument.
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Area theorem. A simply connected nilpotent Lie group A is called homoge-

neous [3] if there is a basis E[,..., E'n of the Lie algebra n of A and numbers

1 = di < ■ ■ ■ < dn such that for a > 0 the map E'- —► ad'E'- extends to an auto-

morphism 6a of n. Identifying A and exp A we see that 6a is an automorphism of

A. It is called a dilation.

On A there is a function

A 3 x -> \x\ G R+

(homogeneous norm), which is C°° outside x = e, 6a(x) = a\x\, \x\ — 0 iff x = e,

\xy\ < f(\x\ + \y\) for some 7 > 1. If meas denotes the Lebesgue measure on A and

B(r) = {x G N: \x\ < r}, we have meas(ß(r)) = cir® for a universal constant ci

and Q — di + • ■ ■ + dn.

In this paper we study the solvable group S = NA which is the semidirect

product of A and the group of dilations A = R+ with axa-1 = Sa(x), a G A, x G N.

Let Ei,..., En be left-invariant vector fields on S corresponding to E[,..., E'n and

Eo a vector field defined by

E0f(») = jtf(se%=o,       éGA,sGS.

Then E3 applied to the function S 3 s —> a(s)Q C R+ is equal to

,^ Qa(s)Q    if ,?' = 0 and to
0 otherwise.

We define a Riemannian metric ( , ) on S assuming that Eq,. .. ,En are orthonor-

mal. The volume element n is then proportional to the left-invariant measure on

S, that is to a~Q~ldxda.

If A = R, n = 1, di = 1 we obtain the hyperbolic plane—the simplest example

of a symmetric space. In fact the hyperbolic plane may be identified with the group

S = Rx R+ = {(x,a): x G R, aGR+},

where

(x,a)(xi,ai) = (x + axi,aai)

and the left-invariant metric is a~26{j. In this case E0 = d/da, Ei = ad/dx and

77 = a~2dxda.

Applying the formula

(vyiYa,Y3) = ii<[n,y?],.n) - (pvni.n) + ttn.iuvb))
for the Riemannian connection V (cf. eg. [7]) we have

VEtEz=dlEo.

Since (divY)s = tr(w -► VWY), w G TSS,

n

(2) divY = Y,Em-Qvo,
1=0

where Y = J2"=0 'PiEi, <pi G C°°(S). As in [5] we define the regions

Ta(x) = {va: \y~lx\ <aa~> a< r)
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and we write

WTa(M)=  [J Tl(x)
x€M

for a measurable set M C N. We say that a function / is nontangentially bounded

at x if there are a, r > 0 such that / is bounded in T^(x).

Let L be a second-order left-invariant operator i on S of the form

L = (E0 + A0)2 + A2 + • • • + X2m + X,

where Ao, Ai,... ,Xm G n and Eo + Xo,Xi,...,Xm, X generate the Lie algebra

of S. We say that a function / is harmonic iff Lf = 0. We write

D(f) = ((Eo + A0)/)2 + (Xif)2 + ■ ■ ■ + (Xmf)2.

The aim of this paper is the following

THEOREM. If f G C°°(S) is harmonic and nontangentially bounded at almost

every point of a measurable set M C A, then for every a, r > 0

/       D(f)dr,<œ

for a.e. x G M.

We may assume that M is bounded. The proof of the Theorem is based on four

lemmas. The first is a simple modification of Lemma 5 of [4], the second has been

proved in [5].

LEMMA 1. Let a,ß,o,e be positive numbers and M a measurable set. There

are r > 0 and a measurable set D C M, meas(M\D) < £ such that

K(v) c U W
xeM

for y G D.

LEMMA 2. Let M be a measurable set. If fWr,M,D(f)aQ dn < oo then

fTr(x\ D(f) dn < oo for a.e. x G M.

LEMMA 3. Let f be a bounded harmonic function on Tß(x). Then for every

a < ß, t < a, D(f) and Eif, i = 0,... ,n are bounded in T^x).

PROOF. Since L is left-invariant, it is sufficient to consider only the case x — e.

Let T"ß(e) = Vß, \g\oo = supxgr» \g(x)\ and K = {xa: \x[ < aa, \t < a < r}. Then

bK = {xa: \x\ < aa, |èr < a < rb} and T£ = Ub<i °K- The Harnack inequality

[1] implies that there is a constant c2 such that for every harmonic function g on

T^, suvK D(g) and supK [E%g\, i = 0,... ,n, are bounded by C2|g|co- To estimate

D(f), \Eif\ on bK, b < 1, we take the harmonic function g(s) = f(bs) defined on

b-^DTZ. Then

sup D(f)= sup D(g),    sup|£¿/| =sup|£i<7|,        i = 0,...,n.
bK K bK K

Hence sup6/f D(f), supfc/c \Eif\, i = 0,..., n are bounded by c2|/|oo-
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We write L in the form

L = J2 <*ijEiEj + Y^ ¿Ei, a13 = a3\
i,]=0 i=0

and define

L* = ^2 ot^EiEf + ^(-a* - 2Qa0t)Ei + Q(Qa00 + a°).
i,j=0 i=0

i(Lf)gdr,= [ f(L*g)dn,        f,g G C?(S),
Js Js

/ gEifdn = -      fEigdn    for ?' > 0 and
Js Js

Í gEofdn = - Í fE0gdn + Q Í fgdn.

Taking into account (2) we can easily check that

Then

because

n     I    n

(3) fLg - gVf = div    £    V a'3(fE]9 - gEjf) + (Qa0i + a<)fg \Et\.

The next step is to replace the regions W* (M) by regions W¡, on which we can

apply Stoke's Theorem [9, p. 100]. We take the same regions W¡ as A. Korányi and

R. B. Putz in [5]. Let {xj}^L1 be a countable dense sequence in M and

W,=   U  (TTa(x])n{xa:a>l/l}),
i<j<i

Biß = dWi n {xa: a = r},

Bj,i = dWi n {xa: l/l < a < r}.

Then W¡ C W¡+i, U¡^i Wî = W£(M) and we have the following lemma (Lemma 5

of [5]).

LEMMA 4. Let dp be the surface element on W\, d/dn the outward pointing unit

normal to Biti and dn the left-invariant volume element on N. Then there exist

constants 03,04 > 0 independent of I such that

aQ < -c3 daQ/dn,     -(daQ/dn) dp = c47r*(dn),

where n: B¡}í —► N by n(xa) — x.

THE PROOF OF THE THEOREM. Let £ > 0 and Mm = {xGM: \f\, |£¿/|, i =

0,... ,n, D(f) < m on T\,(x)}. Since Mm C Mm+i and by Lemma 3 meas(M) =

meas(|J^=1 Mm), we can choose Mm such that meas(M\Mm) < e/2. Let a > 0,

r > 0. By Lemma 1 there is a measurable set D such that meas(Mm\£>) < e/2

and

(4) \f[,D(f),\Etf\,< m on   \JrTa(x),    i = 0,...,n.
x€D
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Now in view of Lemma 2 it is sufficient to show that fWr/D\ D(f)cft dn < oo. Since

by (1) L*aQ = 0, we have 2aQD(f) = aQLf2 - (L*aQ)f2 for a harmonic function

/. On the other hand (3) combined with (1) gives

o?Lf2 - (L*o?)f2 = div ( ¿ ( ¿ai3E,}2 + ¿f2 ] aPE%

Applying the divergence theorem

L^v-Li*'*)*
>W, JdWt

we obtain

Hence by (4)

/   aQD(/) dT? < \cb f     aQ dp
Jw, ¿      JdW,

for a constant C5 and by Lemma 4 the right side of (5) is uniformly bounded.
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